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Safety and comfort while driving are ever more
important and essential for drivers. The tests
to be carried out regularly include checking the
conditions of the wheel system.
LASER EXAMINER is a small practical tool to
objectively measure brake disk wear with an
accuracy of a tenth of a millimetre without having
to remove the wheel from the vehicle.
You can also measure tire tread wear using a
simple adapter.
LASER EXAMINER makes performing these tests
quick and simple, providing customers with a
detailed report on the “health” of their vehicle’s
wheels, guaranteeing a professional service and
contributing to customer retention.
Genuine added value for garages and tire fitters
and an important contribution to vehicle road
safety.

Developed in collaboration with Brembo

Brake disc wear measurement
LASER EXAMINER makes checking brake disk wear simple and quick, without having to remove the wheel.
Thanks to the magnet incorporated in the probe, all you need do is put it on the disk.
When you press the button, it projects a laser beam transversally across the disk. A further click captures an
image which is analyzed by a micro-camera.
LASER EXAMINER processes measurements in real time and compares them with the predefined minimum
value.
Comparison is both numerical and visual, and provides the mechanic with an instant assessment.

Summary of disk measurements.

Incorrect
measurement
The LASER EXAMINER has a very sensitive
measuring system and comes with a gyroscope,
enabling it to warn the user immediately if the
measurement has been performed incorrectly
and ask for it to be repeated.

Ergonomic design
With its elongated “stem” shape and ergonomic

alloy or iron rim makes the brake disk difficult to

handgrip, the LASER EXAMINER is designed for

reach.

easy use, even when the particularly shape of the

Tire tread wear measurements
Tire tread wear also needs checking regularly.
A reduced tread increases vehicle instability, makes the tire vulnerable to damage and can cause the driver
to lose control in the rain due to aquaplaning.
LASER EXAMINER has a special magnetic head allowing it to rapidly measure the depth of tread left. Once
positioned on the tire, it projects a laser beam over the surface to provide an objective measurement.
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A highly professional, easy to manage, service
To verify and manage all the information

The menu is divided into three functions: Disk,

coming from the disk and tire measurements

Tire and Fast Check. By accessing Fast Check,

as efficiently as possible, TEXA has developed

the mechanic can rapidly check both disk and

software for Windows PC or AXONE Nemo for

tread wear, particularly useful during vehicle

use in conjunction with the LASER EXAMINER.

check-in to give the customer a clear idea of the

The mechanic can complete an objective test of

state of the vehicle when it enters the garage. A

the “wheel system” rapidly, thanks to the simple

complete report can be printed out to give to the

and intuitive graphic interface.

customer.
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Even simpler
measurements

An accurate
management
system for customer
retention
The LASER EXAMINER software includes a
management system indispensable for customer
retention, allowing the garage or tire specialist to
manage all disk and tire tests as efficiently as
possible, creating a complete and always upto-date database of driver and vehicle details,
complete with the results of the tests performed,
and allowing maintenance to be scheduled.
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To check out the extensive coverage of TEXA
products, go to: www.texa.com/coverage
To check on IDC5 compatibility and minimum system
requirements, go to: www.texa.com/system
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WARNING

The trademarks and logos of vehicle manufacturers in this document have been used
exclusively for information purposes and are used to clarify the compatibility of TEXA products
with the models of vehicles identified by the trademarks and logos. Because TEXA products
and software are subject to continuous developments and updates, upon reading this
document they may not be able to carry out the DIAGNOSTICS of all the models and electronic
systems of each vehicle manufacturer mentioned within this document. References to the
makes, models and electronic systems within this document must therefore be considered
purely indicative and TEXA recommends to always check the list of the “Systems that can be
diagnosed” of the product and/or software at TEXA authorised retailers before any purchase.
The images and the vehicle outlines within this document have been included for the sole
purpose of making it easier to identify the vehicle category (car, truck, motorbike, etc.) for
which the TEXA product and/or software is intended. The data, descriptions and illustrations
may change compared to those described in this document. TEXA S.p.A. reserves the right to
make changes to its products without prior notice.
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